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alternatives that affects key factors 
which determine the success of an 
organization’s strategy” [3]. 
The decision-making process is 
familiar to everybody, being applied 
in almost all aspects of our public 
or private lives, at an individual or 
aggregate (organizational) level. 
It is commonly assumed that all 
decisions lead to some results that 
at least diminish current issues. At a 
closer look it seems that sometimes 
it is preferable not to act, instead of 
doing things in a wrong way, with 
unexpected consequences.
Effective decisions need a solid 
understanding of realities and social 
environment. All of us are confronted 
with various decisions to make on a 
1. INTRODUCTION
The importance of taking effective 
strategic decisions is very easy to 
understand, but in the same time it 
LV GLI¿FXOW WR EH DFKLHYHG EHFDXVH
it requires reforms that modify both 
senior leader decision-making styles 
and organizational structure.
$ GHFLVLRQ FRXOG EH GH¿QHG DV
“the act of reaching a conclusion or 
making up one’s mind” [1]. Another 
GH¿QLWLRQVDLGWKDWLWLV“a position 
or opinion or judgment reached after 
consideration” [2]. In comparison 
with tactical decisions, that affects 
the day-to-day implementation of 
steps required to reach the goals, 
strategic decisions are “chosen
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one produces the optimal outcome 
for a given set of circumstances.
In practice, the erratic behavior of 
human beings clearly demonstrates 
that people rarely act in a purely 
rational manner. Instead, people 
use so called “mental shortcuts” to 
simplify and speed up their decision-
making process, based on previous 
experience, intuition or empiric 
common sense.
Senior leader’s decision-making 
process, in most cases, is a combination 
of rationality and intuition. On one 
hand, they use intuition to bind the 
range of possible solutions for a 
problem that will be later analyzed 
with a rational approach. Similarly, 
they frequently follow steps from the 
rational model to verify their initial 
intuitive judgments.
,Q WRGD\¶V PLOLWDU\ ÀXLG
environment, with lots of unfamiliar 
operational circumstances, 
experience becomes less relevant and 
intuition less reliable. At the same 
time, reasoning is also underused, 
because it is time consuming and 
needs ample information to be 
available.
The question here is how to 
reconcile those two approaches 
that seems to be opposed in terms 
of strategic decision-making. For 
real battle situations intuition 
inevitably remains essential, due 
to the increasing tempo of military 
daily basis. Some are small and have 
minor consequence, while others are 
KXJHDQGZLWKDJUHDWLQÀXHQFHRQ
our existence.
Let’s identify some prerequisites 
for making a good decision:
xclearly identify the objectives or 
outcome you want to achieve;
xgather as many information you 
can to assess your options;
xelaborate several possible choices 
in accordance with your values, 
interests and abilities;
xUHÀHFWRQWKHSRVVLEOHRXWFRPHV
of each course of actions and 
estimate if it’s acceptable;
xmake a brief list of pros and cons, 
along with what you consider to 
be very important / important / 
less important;
xlearn from previous experience 
and ask for opinions from those 
who had a similar situation to 
contend with.
It is preferably that only after all 
those steps were completed, people 
make the decision and monitor the 
results, to make sure they obtain 
the desired outcome. For simple 
and obvious choices we can rely 
on intuition, but for those that are 
FRPSOH[ DQG GLI¿FXOW WR PDNH D
closer look is needed.
2. STRATEGIC DECISION 
MAKING IN THE MILITARY
One myth of strategic decision 
making is the assumption that people 
can and should make decisions as 
rationally as possible. Ideally, people to run mental simulations on what 
might happen if a given option 
were chosen. People can do this 
for a wide range of problems, 
some of which are fairly complex.
In contrast, people generally use a 
rational process when [4]:
xThey are not under heavy time 
pressure. Stepping through a 
rational decision-making pro-
cess takes more time than simply 
IROORZLQJDÀDVKRILQVLJKW:LWK
more time, people are more likely 
to follow the rational approach, 
if only to verify an initial gut 
feeling.
xConditions are relatively stable 
and goals are clear. If a situation 
is not changing rapidly relative 
to the time needed to make a 
decision, then a rational approach 
WR¿QGDQRSWLPDOVROX WLRQWRWKH
problem can be used. 
xThey do not have a great deal of 
relevant experience. If decision 
makers’ experiences are not 
applicable to a given situation 
RULQVXI¿ FLHQWWRSURYLGHDEDVLV
for pattern matching, they should 
resort to a more rational model 
to guide them through problem 
IRUPXOD WLRQRSWLRQLGHQWL¿FDWLRQ
analysis, and selection of a 
solution.
xThe problem is computationally 
complex. Although human 
beings have a remarkable ability 
to use intuition in complex 
circumstances, at some point 
operations. Improving reasoning 
also remains important, using the 
information processed and shared by 
networks.
In conclusion, to enhance military 
operational problem-solving we have 
to merge those two ideas, to such 
an extent that make intuition more 
reliable and reasoning more time-
HI¿FLHQW
People generally rely on their 
intuition when [4]:
xThey are facing a time-urgent 
situation. In extreme situations, 
VXFK DV ¿UH¿JKWV DQG EDWWOH¿HOG
triage, even short delays caused 
by reasoning through a formal 
decision-making process can 
result in disastrous outcomes.
xConditions are dynamic or goals 
are ambiguous. If a situation is 
changing rapidly, then it makes 
sense to focus on a satisfying 
solution that can be quickly found. 
One can reevaluate the situation 
when it changes and identify a 
new solution if needed.
xThey have a great deal of relevant 
experience. Because intuitive 
decision-making relies on a 
person’s ability to match a given 
situation to previous situations 
one has seen, the more relevant 
experience one has, the more 
likely one is to use intuition and 
use it effectively.
xThe problem can be modeled 
in mental simulations. Intuitive 
decision-making requires people xsharp personal intuition and
judgment.
The decisions must be consistent 
with the organization’s broader 
interests. If there are situations when 
a rational decision is preferable 
(especially when the decision is 
QRW ¿QDO DQG VKRXOG EH HQGRUVHG
by some high level committee) the 
organization must encourage such 
behavior among its members, by:
xproviding standard operating 
procedures;
xcreating an organizational culture 
that promotes a rational set of 
values and norms;
xestablishing a formal chain of 
command for promulgation of 
authority and communications;
xestablishing programs for training 
and indoctrinating new members;
xcontrolling access to information;
xdividing work among members 
and/or subunits.
3. DECISION MAKING AS A 
FOUNDATION FOR STRATEGY
Managers in charge of strategic 
decision-making are capable of 
providing only satisfactory solutions 
to problems. Most human decision 
makers “whether individual or 
organizational, are concerned 
with the discovery and selection of 
satisfactory alternatives; only in 
exceptional cases are concerned 
with the discovery and selection of 
complexity overwhelms the 
ability to grasp a given situation. 
At that point, the quality of deci-
sions erodes along with the ability 
to recognize situations or run 
mental simulations.
For making effective strategic 
decisions it’s not enough to have 
good rational planning and resource 
allocation processes. The decisions 
account for a broader range of factors 
than those found in the analyses 
conducted at tactical level. Even if 
the results of the rational analyses 
offer valuable insights, senior leaders 
must still compare possible options 
across operational, political, and eco-
nomic value sets.
,WLVGLI¿FXOWWRFRPSDUHUDWLRQDOO\
the weights and prevalence of those 
FRQÀLFWLQJ YDOXH VHWV DQG WR GR VR
successfully require heavy reliance 
on intuition, judgment, and other non 
rational factors.
Even so, the rational decision 
has a vantage point. Senior leaders 
must rely in part on their intuitive 
understanding of the net effect of their 
decisions across multiple objectives, 
but they ought to do so while taking 
advantage of decision support that 
can better inform their intuition [4].
In practice there are two critical 
elements required for effective 
military strategic decision-making:
xclear, transparent, and well-
coordinated rational analyses of 
alternatives from the decision 
support system; andis important for the evolution of 
organizations and for the creation and 
capture of value.
The decision problem is one of 
¿QGLQJ WKH EHVW FRXUVH RI DFWLRQ
ZKLFKZLOOIXO¿OO the aspiration of the 
organization. This requires the ability 
to use imagination in creating new 
strategic possibilities.
4. DECISION-MAKING AND 
THE BEHAVIORAL THEORY
,QSUDFWLFHWKH¿HUFHFRPSHWLWLRQ
for economic, politic or social success 
induces a new dilemma regarding 
strategic decisions: how much quality 
LVHQRXJK",QRWKHUZRUGVLV¿QGLQJ
a satisfactory solution preferable 
than searching for the best possible 
alternative?
The behavioral theory of strategic 
management states that in decision 
PDNLQJ SURFHVV ³VDWLV¿FLQJ´
(satisfactory solution) prevails 
optimization (best option). The 
reason is because “the capacity of 
the human mind for formulating and 
solving complex problems is very 
small compared with the size of the 
SUREOHPVZKRVHVROXWLRQLVUHTXLUHG
for objectively rational behavior in 
the world – or even for a reasonable 
approximation to such objective 
rationality”[6].
“Decision-making” in the 
behavioral theory is assumed to 
take place in response to a problem, 
through the use of standard operating 
procedures and other routines, as 
optimal alternatives” [5]. As a result, 
it appears that strategy must deal with 
WKHQRWLRQRIFKRRVLQJWKH¿UVWRSWLRQ
that appears to satisfy a basic set of 
criteria.
Decision-making under uncertainty 
is the central idea in strategy and it 
consists of lots of strategic decisions. 
The development of effective and 
successful strategies requires the 
development of three organizational 
skills:
xanticipating the shape of the 
uncertain future. This is no 
easy task since uncertainty 
involves not only uncertainty 
about the probabilities of 
the alternatives available, 
but also uncertainty about 
the probability distribution 
itself;
xgenerating new alternatives 
for strategic decisions (i.e. 
through the role of imagination 
and intuition in decision 
making);
ximplementing new decisions to 
make adaptation more effective.
Adaptation refers not only 
the level of the organization 
adapting to its environment, 
but also at the individual level 
(“What a person wants and 
OLNHV LQÀXHQFHV ZKDW KH VHHV
ZKDWKHVHHVLQÀXHQFHVZhat he 
wants and likes” [5]). 
It is widely recognized that 
effective strategic decision making whether the analytical or the intuitive 
way of thinking is more powerful.
Even if the popular “head versus 
formula” controversy established 
the superiority of rational analytical 
approach over the intuitive one, the 
extension of this approach to strategic 
decision-making is problematic, 
because those are characterized by 
incomplete knowledge.
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also through search for an alternative 
that is acceptable from the point of 
view of current aspiration levels for 
evoked goals.
There are four factors that 
affect decision-making process: the 
GH¿QLWLRQRIWKHSUREOHPWKHH[LVWLQJ
rules, the order in which alternatives 
are considered, and by anything that 
affects aspirations and attention [7].
:LWKLQ WKLV IUDPHZRUN IRXU
concepts were developed:
x4XDVLUHVROXWLRQ RI FRQÀLFW - 
organizations function with 
FRQVLGHUDEOH ODWHQW FRQÀLFW RI
interests but do not necessarily 
UHVROYHWKDWFRQÀLFWH[SOLFLWO\
xUncertainty avoidance - even if 
organizations try to anticipate 
the future as good as they can, 
they also try to restructure their 
working environment in order 
to minimize their dependence 
on anticipation of the highly 
uncertain future;
xProblemistic search - search 
within a organization is 
stimulated primarily by problems 
and directed to solving those 
problems;
xOrganizational learning - 
DVVXPHV WKDW ¿UPV OHDUQ IURP
their own experiences and the 
experiences of others.
,QFRQFOXVLRQDIWHUGH¿QLQJWKH
notions of decision and strategic 
decision, followed by a discussion 
about the decision-making process for 
the military, we end-up by debating 